


What is your sense of the world today?

What role do you play?
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What are the major risks affecting your operations?



https://www.socialprogress.org/








Strategy in the 21st Century



New Economic Models



CONTEXT

What is it and why does it matter?



FutureFit, 2018



Strategy-making needs to shift

Contextualised strategies explicitly acknowledge the 

need to operate within a set of planetary boundaries 

and social foundations, taking into account longer 

time frames and a broader understanding of value 

creation. 



Context is about acknowledging 
and committing to operate within 

socio-ecological thresholds

‘what could we do’ 

‘what do we need to do’



Managing Disruptive Risk – leaders need to engage in thorough, proactive scanning; 

including social and environmental trends in their long-term risk conversation helps to 

surface potential sources of disruption, helping their company to be more proactive in 

its response

Enhancing Societal Acceptance - considering ecological and social constraints and 

opportunities helps companies understand and anticipate shifting societal expectations 

in order to maintain and enhance their societal acceptance

Setting Defensible Limits to your Involvement - while expectations are ratcheting, 

there is only a limited amount of capital that any company can direct toward addressing 

these issues; many directors are asking: How do we know how much is “enough”?  

…insights from CEOs and Board Chairs



The answer lies in our objective to create a mutuality of benefits by doing 

business in ways that are good for Mars, good for people and good for the 

planet. 

To ensure focus and effectiveness, we root our business decisions in 

scientific understanding. We strive to understand and quantify our 

impacts using accepted, publicly available data where possible, and to 

develop science-based strategies in response. 

Our targets are based on what is needed to solve the problem, rather 

than relying solely on what we can achieve in the immediate future.

http://www.mars.com/global/about-mars/mars-pia/our-approach-to-business/defining-our-approach.aspx

REACH AGREEMENT ON CONTEXT
what guides your decision-making?  

http://www.mars.com/global/about-mars/mars-pia/our-approach-to-business/defining-our-approach.aspx


Figure adapted from Raworth, 2013

Evaluate key social and 
environmental megatrends



I need to listen well, so that I hear what is not said.

~ Thuli Madonsela



Prioritisation Radar



How will you assess the effectiveness of your influence?

• How can you improve access to quality ECD through your direct operations?
• How can you improve access to quality ECD through your value chain and investments?
• How can you influence others in your industry?

• How can you leverage your resources and skills to contribute to broader 
• community resilience? 
• What is your strategic lever contribution to improve access to quality ECD?
• What role can partnerships and collaboration play?



Value to 
society

Value to 
business

X - SmartStart

X – ECD for 
employee children

X – new product 
for sale

Longer term returns



1. Research

2. Experiment & Pilot

3. Long-term

4. Partnerships

5. Systems entrepreneurship

How businesses can leverage 
their investments for systemic 
change



What is your sense of the world today?

What role do you play?





Source: Karl Schulschenk, 2017


